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We are pleased to present, on the occasion of Milan Design Week 2017 the new exhibition: Selfie.
Installation as self-representation produced by Misiad, curated by Laura Agnoletto at Fragile Gallery, a
prestigious space designed by Alessandro Mendini.
The exhibition will be an opportunity to reflect on the theme of the selfie as self-representation in the world
of interior design.
Four great designers Massimiliano Adami, Alessandra Baldereschi, Marzio Rusconi Clerici and Paolo
Ulian, have met this challenge realizing site-specific installations by exhibiting themselves, not through
portraits or design objects, but by generating installations capable of dialogue with space, time and
self-image.
In 2016 more than 100 million selfies were posted through mobile devices, thus demonstrating that in the
age of self-representation, the image of ourselves is endlessly repeated, falling in virtual corners of social
media. The portrait is certainly not exclusive of contemporary society, but in this last decade has become
an emblematic phenomenon, we could say, almost necessary for the definition of our identity. Selfies
produce endless versions of ourselves and, to paraphrase Roland Barthes “of ourselves already passed,
already gone”. But what can these portraits tell about us? And how long have they survived the test of
time? Inside the Fragile Gallery, Laura Agnoletto, started a reflection on this theme by moving the
perspective towards the object: the designers are invited to invent and realize an installation: a microcosm
of tangible things, in which they recognize and represent themselves. So not a design object, but simply
an imaginative site-specific work of its creator. The installation will be a tangible self-expression, standing
between present and future.
One gallery, two exhibitions: a journey through history and experimentation
On the lower floor of the Gallery, Fragile will host "Acme goes to Milan". The exhibition, curated by Adrian
Olabuenaga, will present the most iconic jewelry ever conceived by ACME STUDIO, an American
avant-garde company which, fascinated by Italian Postmodern Design, since 1985, collaborated with the
leading figures of the movement, such as Ettore Sottsass, Alessandro Mendini, Peter Shire, Andrea
Branzi, Aldo Cibic, George Sowden, Aldo Rossi, Martine Bedin, Michele De Lucchi, Natalie Du Pasquier
and Matteo Thun. This retrospective fits perfectly with the series of events planned to celebrate Ettore
Sottsass’s 100th birth anniversary, the latter being one of the main designers whose bold jewelry with
impossible geometries are here exhibited.
The exhibition will remain open beyond the length of the Design Week and will be open during normal
opening hours of the Fragile Gallery.

Milano Si Autoproduce Design Misiad was born in 2011 from the will of its founders Alessandro Mendini,
Camillo Agnoletto, Laura Agnoletto and Cesare Castelli, to develop a regional marketing project and a
cultural diplomacy which will promote Milan as an international capital of artistic and cultural production,
thus creating a network devoted to cultural, artistic and craft makers. Misiad has organized and curated
events and exhibitions related to design. Among the several exhibitions we remember there are: 202 autori
si autopresentano (2012) curated by Alessandro Mendini and organized in the spaces of the Fabbrica del
Vapore in co-production with the Comune di Milano; Riflessioni (2016) curated by Laura Agnoletto inside
the spaces of the SIAM on the occasion of the Milan Furniture Fair sponsored by District 5 Vie, a collective
of more than 40 designers.
www.misiad.it
info@misiad.it
FRAGILE - making a name for itself in time as the promoter and originator of events and exhibitions,
including Franco Albini & Franca Helg (2009); Nothing Less – La forza del Design femminile (2011) and
Bracciodiferro. Gaetano Pesce – Alessandro Mendini 1971 – 1975 (2013), the gallery affirms its cultural
role on the Milanese scene as an international showcase of the best of Twentieth Century Design as well
as, more recently, of the work of important contemporary designers. In December 2013 FRAGILE moved
to its brand new location designed by Alessandro Mendini in Via San Damiano, 2.
www.fragilemilano.com/en
The designers
Massimiliano Adami produces and draws objects straddling in design and art, combining an
experimental use of materials and a craftsmanship in the application of production methods. Its products
have been exhibited at important design galleries in Italy and in the world. His Fossili Moderni became, in
2009, part of the Permanent Collection of the Design Museum of the Triennale di Milano.
At Fragile Gallery he presents Set-Selfie:
I often immortalize my image in the middle of my experimentation and while I realize my objects, in order to
remember my making within the project and within the object. A small part of me is still within each and
every one of my object ... With installation, Set-Selfie, I would like to share these "Me"s with the audience so
that it can interact with the set of exhibits, strike a pose and take a selfie with me ... with “Me”!
http://www.massimilianoadami.it/

Alessandra Baldereschi was appointed by AD Spain, in 2010, amongst the ten best designers of the new
generation. Her experimental Bosco series, belonging to the collection of Dilmos Editions, consists of
chairs and rugs made from natural leaves and moss. In 2007, the Soufflé chair was selected by Milano
Made in Design for exhibiting in Beijing and Shanghai and, in 2009, Li Edelkoort chose her collections for
the exhibition GLASS, at the DesignHuis Museum in Eindhoven.
For the exhibition at the Fragile Gallery she proposes EDEN:
A primordial garden, a place of contemplation. When we are in a garden, we have a stronger and deeper
connection with ourselves. Into a garden, the soul of the world becomes visible and reveals its inner beauty.
Everything that happens in a garden suggests us metaphors of our lives.
http://www.alessandrabaldereschi.com/it.html

Marzio Rusconi Clerici opens with Laura Agnoletto, in Milan in 1987 in Via Amedei 3, the studio-laboratory
conceived from its birth also as a space-exhibition. Together, they participated in several exhibitions in
Italy and in the world, making several “unique pieces” in between art and design. He designs objects and
furniture for main companies such as: Memphis, Nemo, Mastrangelo, FontanaArte, Pallucco, Zeus,
Status, Slide, Glas, Swatch, Martini. For the Kundalini draws the lamp Shakti, selected for the Compasso
d’Oro. Being designer and architect, he projects and sets up, office interiors, residences and hotels,
including Clear Channel Italia, the communication society Doing in Milan and the Hotel Le Terrazze on the
Lago Maggiore.
For the exhibition at the Fragile Gallery he conceived Self-objects:
Selfie is a game, in and of itself. Those objects which only you need, those introspective objects, those
objects that you do not project but to which you give birth, those objects that are self-created, those unique
and unrepeatable objects, those objects that you do not want others to see, those objects which perhaps
have no reason to be, those objects from which you cannot separate yourself from ... those objects that you
would carry with you to the grave, or maybe not.
http://www.agnoletto-rusconiclerici.it/
Paolo Ulian in 1990 was the assistant of Enzo Mari. In 2000 he exhibited at the Salone Satellite where he
won the first prize of the Design Report Award. In 2009, Beppe Finessi curated his first solo exhibition at
the Steam Factory in Milan. His second solo exhibition in 2010 was curated this time by Enzo Mari at the
Triennale di Milano. Some of his projects have entered the permanent collection of the Triennale Design
Museum, the London Design Museum and the Montreal Museum of Fine Art.
For the Fragile Gallery:
I imagined “my selfie" to be made of a specific material, white Carrara marble. My favourite. I thought about
realizing the installation using only fragments of all my projects, from the most recognizable to those most
hidden (because part of the manufacturing process), then to those that, extrapolated from their context,
assume other meanings. My soul told through the soul of my objects.
http://www.paoloulian.it/index.html

